How the online
visibility of a fashion
brand grew by 3X

“
“
I’m glad to write this feedback as working with you has been a
really good experience. You guys have taken a good care of the
SEO activity and the link building strategy helped in bringing
relevant traffic.

The keyword research was conducted considering the user intent
and competitive gaps which helped Northmist to rank organically
in the space of sustainable clothing.
Cheers for being awesome!!!

Smrity Gupta

Co-founder & Brand Director, Northmist:

Objective:
Objective:
To drive brand awareness and relevant
website traffic

Challenges:
Challenges:
The company was a start-up
The brand was new in the digital-first D2C sustainable
fashion clothing space
The concept behind the product was not widely known to
the customers. A narrow patch of the potential customers
was aware of sustainable clothing.
Products that we were marketing didn’t come
cheaper as compared to conventional clothing
We were set up to take part with the established
players like Nicobar, No Nasties, March Tee, Good
Earth, etc in the growing industry
We were on a lean budget.

Execution:
Execution:
Strategy Consulting:
Highly ROI driven digital marketing
approach was crafted, where short
term gain with long term
sustenance activities were
planned. Communication goals
were simplified for common folks
to relate to on how they are saving
the environment by switching to
organic clothing.

Content curation:
We shared carefully chosen articles
with our target audience. We created
a content library around the core
fundamentals of the brand to
educate our potential clients.

Content creation:
We created our own unique
content to educate people about
the brand and the products in
order to establish ourselves as the
leader in the niche while providing
valuable information to customers.
We influenced the fashion choices
of the readers.

USO:
We followed the best practices
according to the personalizedoptimization strategy built for the
brand. Our on-page and off-page
tactics helped the site rank for the
selected keywords. We associated
with shoulder websites in the niche
to share information about our
product, thus we built authority of
the website and attracted relevant
traffic

Content distribution:
Creating valuable content was not
enough! We found publications that
are related to the brand’s industry
and submitted original content
pieces for distribution.

Paid media management:
As this a new product, it was clear that
there is not a huge demand. We found
out from the campaigns that nobody
was searching for the product with
exact keywords. So we created
awareness through Facebook,
Instagram, and Google display
network, etc. Right after it, we helped
the brand to increase sales using
Google ads.

“
“
It was nice working with you guys.

The research was properly done as per our sustainable audience &
targeting was apt too. Also, I am really impressed for ranking few
of our relevant keywords within the top 50 On page SEO work was
also good & specially Jyotisman did a very good job on reporting
the issue & giving the solution in the specified timeline.

I have also learned quite a few things from the team(experts).
Would love to work with you guys again & will definitely recommend
you for SEO in my network.

Arijit Mazumdar

Founder & CEO, Northmist:

Result
Result
Achieved 3X growth in driving relevant
website traffic for the new fashion brand
Successfully created word of mouth and interest
among online communities related to
sustainability, fashion, environment, urban folks
who care for environment
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